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Sent to City Council

lamron 2

In a special meeting Tuesday afternoon, the
OCE Faculty Senate endorsed a recom
mendation to close Monmouth Avenue be
tween Jackson and Church streets and to
develop an alternate traffic route using Jackson,
Church, and Stadium streets. In a separate
action, the faculty group called for immediate
elimination of parking on Monmouth Avenue
between Church and Jackson and on Church
Street between Monmouth and Stadium. Both
plans will be submitted to the City Council, the
only body with the power of implement them.
When informed of the Senate's action,
Monmouth Mayor Q. L. "Jake" Jacobson,
stated, "I feel that it's (closing a segment of
Monmouth Avenue) surely worth a try on a trial
basis. I would hope that it works out. My only
concern is access for emergency equipment."
The Faculty Senate voted 9-3 with two ab
stentions to approve the first of five alternatives
in a comprehensive recommendation drawn up
by Wayne R. White of the Campus Planning
Committee. The recommendation was approved
earlier by the planning committee and submitted
to the Faculty Senate.
Alternative 1, approved Tuesday, calls for
permanent closure of that segment of Monmouth
Avenue, re-routing of the traffic as proposed,
and the subsequent installation of approved
barriers and landscaping. The resulting land
scaping would include trees, shrubs, groundcover, walks, as well as seats and benches. The
emergency vehicle access route could be

provided by a sinuous, almost "s" shaped route
throughout the length of the campus.
The other four alternatives in the recom
mendation were arranged in order of decreasing
relative constraints relative to the flow of traffic.
The plans ranged from closure of the avenue
segment at all times except during vacation
periods to closure during certain parts of the day
to mere removal of parking on Church and
Monmouth Streets.
Although the senate approved the first
alternative, they have submitted the entire
document for consideration by the council.
Recognizing the time needed for implementing
alterntive 1, the Senate narrowly passed their
second proposal concerning parking in order to
indicate their feeling about the urgency of
the parking situation.
Stan Kenyon, a senate member and newly
elected city councilman, did not vote for the first
alternative. "I am opposed to the first alter
native," he said. "I favor number three because
I think it's more reasonable." Alternative 3 calls
for closure of the avenue segment on weekdays
only.
"I see no reason why it shouldn't be open on
weekends," said Kenyon.
Senate Chairman Dr. Gary Huxford is in the
process of contacting Monmouth City Manager
Ken Martin about the possibility of putting the
recommendations on the agenda of the city
council's March 6 meeting. Should the topic be
included in the agenda, it is highly unlikely that
the council would act on it without leaving at
least a month for feedback from all parts of the
community.
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Grad students at OCE

Faculty reps approve
Monmouth Avenue plan
by MIKE HAGLUND
lamron 2 editor

OCE
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W o r k i n g o n t h e a s s u m p t i o n t h a t people c a n l e n d m o r e
i n s i g h t i n t o a p r o g r a m t h a n a f a c t u a l a c c o u n t of t h e
p r o g r a m i t s e l f , t h i s i s s u e of l a m r o n 2 i n c l u d e s a c l o s e - u p
look a t t h e s t u d i e s of f o u r of i t s g r a d u a t e s t u d e n t s . T h e s e
students were randomly picked from names given to
a u t h o r P a t C o c h r a n b y t h e i r a d v i s o r s . S e v e r a l a r e a s of
study, especially Humanities and Math, did not offer
a n y n a m e s a s m o s t of t h e i r g r a d u a t e c o u r s e s a r e o f f e r e d
summer term.
The graduate program at OCE is largely ignored by
m u c h of t h e s t u d e n t b o d y . It i s h o p e d t h a t t h i s s t u d y will
open up a new understanding about the Oregon College
g r a d u a t e s t u d e n t , h i s v i e w s of t h e p r o g r a m h e is i n a n d
t h e p o s i t i o n h e h o l d s . W e h o p e y o u f i n d it e n l i g h t e n i n g
(and interesting) reading. The story begins on page 6.

OCE profs coordinate

Kids discover art at CH
by CYNDEE WOLFE

Saturday Morning at Campbell
Hall,
What do you do with a 1" x 1"
square cut from a newspaper
photo? Doesn't sound too
significant, but it certainly led to
some significant discoveries for
the group of 4th, 5th, and 6th
graders that meet in Campbell
Hall on Saturday mornings from
9:30 to 11:30. William Glaeser
and Douglas Campbell Smith,
OCE art instructors in charge of
the group, cut a newspaper photo
into small squares and gave one
to each of the young students.
They were then asked to do a
value study of the small square.
When all the students were
done, the drawings were pieced
together and they discovered that
each value study was a small
part of a larger drawing. Forced
to over look subject matter and
be aware of only shapes and
values (lights and darks), some
beautiful things were created.
When all assembled, the pieces
became an impressive drawing.
This is an example of just one
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of the occurences happening on
Saturday mornings in Campbell
Hall. Besides the normal flow of
college students working on art
problems, one now finds even
nursery age students exploring
art in Campbell Hall. These
activities are sponsored by the
Monmouth - Independence
Community Arts Association,
instigated as a result of the
amount of interest among
parents. The idea was instilled by
parents who had sent their kids to
Bush Barn, but couldn't get them
to Salem, and decided why not
here?
The kids are divided into three
age groups: nursery - 4 and 5
year olds guided by Mrs. Bill
Glaeser and Judy Farr; 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd graders, who Kelly
Gibbons is in charge of; and 4th,
5th, and 6th graders, taught by
Doug Smith and Bill Glaeser. The
youngest group are offered a rich
variety of experiences, including
field trips.
The middle group works with
varied experiences with drawing
and color, and the oldest group
has had an emphasis on line and

A review of
OSPIRG's new
apartment rental
handbook. Page 4.

value drawing. There are often
many things going on at once,
and the youngsters are given
plenty of freedom and the
opportunity to choose among a
number of activities. Often they
choose the activities themselves.
The music department has been
providing similar experiences
with music as part of the
Saturday morning program.
The staff has been working on a
volunteer basis, and students
from Glaeser's Elementary Art
Ed. Classes are used as helpers.
They are each responsible for an
organized activity or lesson plan,
which serves as a sort of practicum experience. Some of the
music majors and parents
volunteer their time.
The
Community
Arts
Association has plans for other
endeavors, such as a children's
theater group, an adult drama
group, class guitar lessons, and
children's
dance
lessons.
Saturday morning at Campbell
Hall is just the beginning of their
plan to bring an increased
awareness of the arts to the
Monmouth-Independence area.
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The combined efforts of a pair of OCE professors and several
students have resulted in a unique Saturday art seminar for
Monmouth 4th, 5th and 6th graders. The girl seen above is
thoroughly absorbed in a recent weekend art project. (Photo by Bill
Coffel)

Rumpelstiltskin
opens at the
Little Theatre today.
See page 9.

Benefit for
Jim Seymour
and family
{
nets $700. Page 12. .

*

Where the "youth vote" counts

College town students waking up
by MARK WARWICK
Alternative Features Service

Barely before the polls closed last November 7,
the pundits who'd awakened America to an
apocalyptic vision of a united, vindictive "Youth
Vote" were choking on their rakish new
Woodstock slouch hats.
Like newly enfranchised women five decades
earlier, the pesky first-time voters had proved
too ornery (or simply too many) to fit in anyone's
back pocket, and most professional observers
consigned the "Youth Vote" to the garbage-bin
of political science textbooks.
Overlooked in their rush to greener statistical
fields was the fast-growing impact of the student
vote in local elections where state law and
sometimes capricious local officials permit
students to register at their college residences.
Four million college students might have no
palpable effect on a one-sided Presidential
election in which at best they would constitute
six or seven percent of the vote, but in college
towns the large proportion of residents who are
students might be denied access to the levers of
local power only because they lack an awareness
of political identity or vigorous organization.
Their numbers swelled by the 18-year old vote,
students in may college towns across the country
have awakened to this reality and began to form
alliances with left-liberal and radical forces in
hopes of changing the often sleepy course of local
politics.In many communities-Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Cambridge, Mass., Berkeley, Calif., Madison,

Wis., Bloomington, Ind., to name a few-students
have emerged as an identifiable voting bloc,
often determining the choice of city council
members and the course of local referendum.
Nowhere is their influence felt more strongly
than in Berkeley. The scene of almost constant
campus upheavals since 1964, this polyglot
Northern California community began to feel the
students' impact at the polls only in 1970. In that
year, incensed by the U.S. invasion of Cambodia,
University of California students provided the
organization and the votes for Ronald V.
Dellums, a radical Black anti-war spokesman on
the City Council, to upset an entrenched liberal
Congressman. Following up the November 1970
election of Dellums to the Congress and of a
young liberal to the State Assembly, students
again provided the margin in April 1971 for a
liberal Black Mayor and three radical City
Council candidates.
Unlike nearby Davis, site of another campus of
the University of California - where students
constitute 45 percent of the people, and last year
elected a liberal majority of the Davis city
council - fewer than a quarter of Berkeley's
120,000 people are students. But in the April 1971
city elections--a year before the 18-year-old vote
went into effect-student votes were nonethe
less decisive: with their registration nearly 400
percent higher than two years earlier and their
turnout on election day at 75 percent compared
to 44 percent, students provided an estimated
one-quarter of the 51,000 votes cast.
Those votes went preponderantly to the can
didates of the radical April Coalition: with more

Snaky licks initiates

Good taste, relevance week
Well, dear readers, here it is at
last - this week in Snaky Licks is
GOOD
TASTE
AND
RELEVANCE WEEK!!! Honest
to gosh, folks, this week's of
fering will contain nothing to
offend even the most righteous
and concerned lover of skillfully
and properly employed satire. No
foul language! No suggestive
terms or disgusting implications!
Absolutely nothing!
Yes, folks, you're among the
lucky few to witness the dawning
of a new era of maturity and
socially responsible harmlessness in the once foul world
of Snaky Licks. We're going all
out to realize our full potential as
a beautiful medium for the ex
pression of opinions.

In striking about for something
that would be both relevant and
tasteful to the typically crew-cut
and
church-oriented
OCE
student, we struck on several
possibilities, all of which seemed
to offer whole new vistas of in
nocuous exploration.
One that might have the
potential for all sorts of good
clean heart-warming hilarity,
commingled with a healthy
dosage of pertinence for the
typically concerned student,
would be an in-offensive "just !
joshing" satire on the plight of
the modern barber whose
livelihood is threatened by this
"long hair" foolishness.
Or gosh, for the more daring
among our readers, how about a
hard-hitting number on the stuffy
local oldsters whose every un
derhanded maneuver is geared
toward keeping Monmouth
Avenue open to the unheeding
frivolity of these madcap
motorists? Maybe that's a bit
strong, though. . .
Gosh darn it, folks, we thought
of all kinds of constructively
relevant and heart-warmingly
tasteful victims for the tender
ministrations of our good-hearted
hilarity - those scatter-brained
cutups who spend their class
hours watching the clock, for
example. Or perhaps something
with a little more gusto, like a
good slam at the irresponsible
sillies who don't put their coffee
cups on the conveyor in the
College Center.

Page 2

But doggone it, guys and gals,
nothing seemed to click for us ~
fully aware of the nonsensical
hostility and nasty-poo icky that
has characterized our writing in
the past, we realized that we
didn't really know how the heck
to handle good taste and the
matters of local interest that
should be our concern.
So in the interest of getting the
real lowdown
on
what's
happening in the wonderful world
of good clean fun these days, we
contacted OCE's acknowledged
expert in the field - Mr. Tom
Terrific, straight-A student and
authentic Wonderful Guy.
Tom (Mr. Terrific until you're
formally introduced) met us at
the door of his tastefully warm
apartment and invited us in with
a dazzling display of his perfect
teeth.
"Well, hi," he flashed, blue
eyes a sparkle. "Won't you come
in and make yourselves com
fortable? I was just having my
evening milk and cookies before
choir practice and the student
council meeting. How can I help
you?"
We explained that we were
from Snaky Licks and needed a
few tips on the tasteful handling
of relevant subjects. At the
mention of Snaky Licks, his
manner became noticeably
cooler - but momentarily, his
cheerful good nature and innate
love of his fellow man got the
better of his moral outrage.
"Well," he said, resting a
comforting hand on my knee,
"forgive and forget. At least
you're on the right track now."
His hand became even more
comforting, and he scooted closer
on the sofa, eager to put me at
ease and establish a casual and
informative atmosphere in which
to guide the lost soul of Snaky
Licks to safe haven. Still imbued
with the filthy thinking that had
led me so far astray in my
writings, I moved away. In
stantly aware of my ill-founded
discomfort, he retired to the oth
er end of the divan with a reprov
ing glance and began his lecture.
"Good taste," he began, with a
thoughtful expression, "is, with
regard to humorous writing, the
acknowledgement through your

work of the sensitivities of others.
Within time-tested Christian
bounds, of course, there's plenty
of latitude for individual
creativity
without
offensiveness."
"And relevance?" I asked,
impressed both by his elequence
and by the way he had recrossed
the sofa during his dissertation.
"Relevance," he said, resting a
fatherly arm across my ignobly
cringing shoulder, "is charac
teristic to those things possessed

than thirty City Council candidates in the race,
students gave a clear majority to each of the four
Coalition nominees, and more than 60 percent of
their votes to the liberal of the two mayoral
candidates (who won by a plurality of just 56
votes in the city at large.)
Similarly, Berkeley's students contributed
heavily to the narrow (52.5 percent) victory of a
radical rent control measure here last June and
to the overwhelming majorities in the 1972
general elections for Rep. Dellums and Sen.
McGovern (72 percent for Dellums, 80 percent
for McGovern.)
This year, students in Berkeley are deter
mined to place pne of their number on the City
Council-and their chances are considerably
better than in 1971, when the one radical
Coalition candidate who was a student lost a seat
on the Council by a mere 23 votes.
On April 17, four seats now held by "Non
radicals" on the town's 9-member Council will be
filled. Among twenty-eight candidates to fill
them are two broadly-supported slates - one
radical, one liberal - and students are prominent
on both. Two of the radical April Coalition's four
Council candidates, and one member of the
liberals' "civic unity" slate, are University of
California graduate students - concrete
testimony to the students' emergent role in the
town's politics in recent years.
And, in a town, like other college towns, where
the merest suggestion of student pressure on
municipal affairs was for so long regarded as
anathema, this is powerful testimony indeed.

of sufficient meaning to merit dab" into my waiting palm.
At the sight of the Brilcream,
serious
contemplative
consideration. Again, within however, my host's eyes glazed
his
formerly
placid
certain bounds of effective and
assumed
a
presentation, relevance is to a countenance
degree dependent upon the disturbingly livid crimson hue.
"That looks for all the world
individual."
Made nervous, perhaps by the like Vaseline!!" he shouted in a
presence of a demonstrably voice tinged with madness.
superior morality and quality of "AAAAaaaarrrrgghh!!" Then,
intellect, or perhaps by the in a great state of agitation,he
cheerfully paternal way in which charged to the open picture
he ran his fingers through my window and with a loud beating of
tousled hair, I decided not to his expanded chest and a
press for specifics and prepared remarkable rendition of the
to leave. Curly locks protruding accompanying Tarzan yell,
in unruly disorder to every exposed himself to a passing
direction, I whipped out my troop of Brownies.
trusty tube of Brilcream and
Oops. I botched it, didn't I?
squirted the time-honored "little Well, at least I tried.

lamron 2 letters to the editor
Functional
intelligence
Dear Sire:
In last week's edition of lamron
2, there appeared a letter to the
editor from one John Othus,
whose contention it was that both
Snaky Licks and The Night
Editor are "irrelevant" and
"tasteless"; he suggested, for the
sake of lamron 2's hitherto ex
cellent reputation, that both
columns be eliminated from
further publication.
As the principal writer of
Snaky Licks, I am, of course,
inclined to respond to this
suggestion with something less
than wholehearted agreement.
I'd really rather my column were
not
eliminated and must
sincerely question the reasoning
by which Mr. Othus concludes
that it should be.
Although I am willing to con
cede that the "Snaky Licks -Night Editor feud" of recent
weeks has not reflected any great
preoccupation on our part with
the public interest, I cannot agree
that an occassional possibly
misdirected column in any
degree
warrants
the
discontinuation of the series as a
whole. Furthermore, neither
Snaky Licks nor The Night Editor
has ever expressed any serious
commitment whatsoever to a
policy of socially responsible and
meaningful journalism. There is
such a thing in the realm of
humorous satire as "just for q
laugh". . .and different people

laugh at different things. With
twelve to sixteen pages weekly,
lamron 2 certainly has room to
indulge a wide range of tastes.
Mr. Othus condemns as
tasteless my column of three
weeks ago, which directed itself
to the facetious promotion of
"Cosmo-Gruntology". This
condemnation is hardly deserved
- even the most mentally bovine
of readers should certainly have
discerned that this column was a
dig at the "cosmic secret"
pushers who annually defraud
hundreds of thousands of gullible
people for millions of dollars.
"Tasteless" and "irrelevant" of
me to mention it.
Perhaps the most disturbing
aspect of Mr. Othus's letter,
however, was the arrogant high
handedness with which he tossed
out as divine judgement such
vague and subjective concepts as
"tasteless", "irrelevant",
"properly and skillfully", "more
meaningful", and "should be
your (the paper's) concern".
I, for one, would appreciate a
workable definition of these
terms from Mr. Othus. I should
also appreciate, for the simple
sake of clarification, a thorough
listing
of
Mr.
Othus's
qualificatons as 1) literary critic,
specializing in satire, and 2)
moral judge, specializing in
relevance, good taste and the
proper concerns of a student
newspaper.
Since Mr. Othus is a student
here at OCE, it can hopefully be
assumed that he is possessed of
at least a functional intelligence;
his letter, however, did not

reflect the workings of the
massive intellect to which I
could, in good conscience, entrust
the determination of what con
stitutes "good taste" and
"relevance" on an absolute
basis.
Mr. Othus should be advised
that a good many readers do
appreciate and enjoy these
columns, despite their weekly
reluctance to solve all the world's
troubles.
In short - if Mr. Othus doesn t
like these columns, he certainly
shouldn't read them.
Thank you,
^
Robert E. Crawford
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Cooper interviewed

Retired judge blasts cityJ WUUV11I1ICII
councilmen

M PETSHOW
PCTSHOW
by TIM
lamron 2
political contributor

"The city council has inter
fered in the judicial process and
you can quote me on that!"

" So thundered George Cooper,
former Monmouth municipal
judge, in a recent lamron 2 in
terview. The owner of Cooper's
Motel holds that he was unduly
criticized by certain Monmouth
councilmen for his policies
concerning student court cases.
(According to the POLK SUN,
an announcement that Cooper
was retiring from his municipal
judgeship was false. In actuality,

a.,
Monmouth mayor
mayor o
Q. L
L. ,.
(Jake)
Jacobson was told by several
council members that they could
not endorse a Cooper re
appointment.

The critisism came at a secret
noon hour meeting on January
Quote: ... I didn't want to
embarrass George (Cooper) by
going ahead with the ap
pointment only to have it turned
down by the council," he
(Jacobson) continued, "so I
called this meeting to see if we
could all get together and maybe
iron this thing out."
There are. conflicting opinions
as to whether the "thing was

_

ironed out." Council
and the Mayor said
meeting was an
discussion. Cooper

members
"Now there, young man," he
that the started, "I take it you want to
informal know what happened."
reported
We talked - or rather HE
Poikgs
tgered' ' 'Monmouth talked; spoke of his judicial
oik Sun - February 15, 1973)
policies, espoused his views on
"college kids," and pulled out of
. Feeling somewhat like Daniel his memory many varied court
in the proverbial lion's den I cases that he has dealt with in his
stepped into the comfortable 12 year judicial career.
Cooper residence and waited for
Yes, the story in the Polk Sun
the 73 year old ex-judge to was true, he said, every word of
complete his phone call.
it, and the portly .Cooper had
"I don't want any recordings so some not-so-complementary
opinions of certain council
JZC?VUSt forget about d°ing
that (plugging in my trusty members (he didn't say who
cassette deck)," he pronounced, specifically and I didn't press the
taking a seat on his couch. I put point).
Smart council bastards," he
away the microphone and cord.
harrumphed, "telling ME what
the fines should be!"
Cooper is well aware of the
constitutional tradition of three
separate branches of government
in this country: executive,
due primarily to the higher in legislative and judicial - and he
terest rates which were am mentioned this fact - several
times.
nounced over the weekend.
"As you well know there are
Washington - Atty. Gen. R.
he would
Kleindienst said that neither he three branches. .
nor his predecessor, John Mit begin, and he would always get
chell authorized electronic back to the "badgering" that
surveillance of newsmen or triggered the firing, resigning, or
White House aides. Kleindienst whatever.
"The stupidest thing I probably
also said on Monday that L.
Patrick Grayson, Acting FB I did was meet with them (the city
director also denies approving fathers) in the first place,"
the continuation of the use of such Cooper commented with a Idevices after he succeeded J. don't-have-to-take-your-crap in
flection in his voice.
Edgar Hoover.
"I'm bending over backwards
toward students now," he
State
asserted, a strange statement
from one who had said earlier
Portland - OSPIRG announced that, "80 per cent of your trouble
Monday that several Oregon in this town are caused by
banks, department stores, and students."
lenders discriminate against
It seems that a good majority
women in their loan and credit of police citations issued are for
card policies. Officers of the motor vehicles violations. And
businessmen named in the report it's the drinking drivers and
denied charges of discrimination. "hell-raisers" that make the
Some specifics cited in the report former magistrate see red.
included denial of credit to
"I don't care if they (OCE
married women, divorcees and students) drink a barrel of beer a
widows, refusal to include the night," he exclaimed. "But then
wife's income on the application they have to get in their cars and
for credit or a loan unless she make asses of themselves on the
supplies medical proof that she is road.
sterile or using a contraceptive
"Look at any citation issued
device.
around 1:30 or 2:00 a.m.," he

lamron 2 news synopsis
National-International

Saigon - Further releases of
American POW's will not occur

until the United States has met

Monday at the funeral for the 47
Libyans killed when Israeli
fighters shot at a Libyan
passenger jet which was forced to
crash into the Sinai desert. Moshe
Dayan, Israeli defense minister,
again reiterated that blame lay
with the plane's French pilot and
the Ciaro control tower.

several points in the Vietnam
Peace Agreement. Allegations of
American positive
un-faith
require that strict applications of
the cease-fire, simultaneous
Washington - The Supreme
return of civilian and military
Monday declined to
prisoners, and a guarantee of ' Court
reconsider its ruling that states
improved working conditions for

the four-part Joint Military
Commission must occur.
Paris - East-West differences
are hanging a gray pall over the
beginning of the Vietnam peace
parley on Monday which was to
seek ways to "guarantee" a
peace in Vietnam. Clashes of
principle and procedure seemed
to be the main issue.
Mid-east - Thousands of Arab
mourners cried for vengeance

may not prohibit doctors from
performing abortions in licensed
medical facilities until the
seventh month of pregnancy.
Swept out of considerations were
those "claims to the rights of the
unborn" as well as consideration
of additional medical data.
New York - The stock market
declined again during the week
beginning on this Monday. The
Dow closed at 953.79, a loss of 6.10
points. This day, the decline was

letters cont'd
River rocks

and tallied at 97 paces. One pace
is about two feet, and the distance
was therefore 194 feet or about
2 3 of a football field. Then the
second spheroid was hurled, with
equal might, into the river. It
appeared not to traverse more
than 1 3 of the river before
watering (aquatic term for
landing). David then picked up
the third spheroid and let go of it.
It dropped., This was our control.
Our data leads us to believe
that the Willamette at the
described location is three and a
half football fields in length, give
or take an end zone or two. We
hope this experiment will inspire
others to examine the world
around us. And perhaps someday
answer the question "How wide is
the Willamette at the park in
Independence by the trees with
the electrical outlets on them?"
Mr. Experiment

Dear Night Editor:
My colleagues and I recently
completed an extensive study of
the Willamette River. Our results
have not been published before,
and in order to verify or illucidate
our results we wish to expose
them to the discretion of the
Night Editor and his respected
readership. We welcome any
data we might dredge from this
source.
The focus of our study was to
determine the width of the
Willamette at the park in In
dependence right by the trees
with all the electric outlets on
them. The wide range of our
estimates (from that of the length
of one football field by Ms. Joyce
to that of four by myself) inspired
us to determine the width by
Mark Wojahn
scientific experimentation. We
shall now relate the procedure
and results of our experiement.
First,
three
relatively
spheroidal river rocks were
Dear Editor,
weighed out carefully in our
I would like to thank some
hands. Color was not important,
people out there for doing their
but the volume should receive
job without thanks for these past
equal consideration. We
then
weeks. I am speaking of the OCE
selected a powerful and healthy
rally squad. I don't think they
young freshman, aptly named
missed being at any of the
David, for the purpose of hurling
basketball games as well as
these spheroidal data collectors.
wrestling meets.
Then the real work of our ex
I don't think many people
periment began.
realize the hours that these four
David, after proper stretching
girls put in outside of the constant
exercises, mightily hurled one
drilling they had to go through to
spheroid over the terrain. I
become such a fine precision unit
carefully noted its landing spot
(except for falling over a lot).
and marked it with my heel. The
They showed a lot of heart, so
distance from the hurlee to the
Thanks Rally!
hurler was faithfully measured
Mark Griswold

"That's a damn good one," he
exclaimed, gleefully.
The motel proprietor was in
total agreement with the 1971
statute that gives municipal
courts the right to recommend
suspensions (driver's licenses)
for failing to appear in court on
the given date.
"I've suspended an enormous
amount of licenses; got a stack of
'em this thick," he reated,
spreading his hamlike hands
about a foot apart.
"Maybe that's why they don't
like me," he added, somewhat
subdued at his revelation.
But this strong-willed man who
has served his community for 20
years (eight years on the city
council and 12 more as judge)
doesn't put too much stock in
popularity contests.
"They (my adversaries) don't
rile me one bit," he declared, a
bit defiantly.
This figure of authority, in an
age where authoritative figures
get it from all sides, doesn't
possess rabbit ears.
OH- WEU,
THrtr cftse, ru.

325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600

Thanks rally
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ordered, "you know damn well
the driver's been drinking."
Cooper did feel that an ex
cessive number of borderline
cases were brought in before the
bench. He spoke of the extra
hassles that go with a small town
judge - all for $137.50 a month.
"When you have to do your own
processing and set your own
trials it can run into a lot of extra
work."
The veteran arbitrator had no
gripe with the local police
however.
"All in all, the police do a good
job here," Cooper asserted,
"although some of the auxiliary
policemen have been known to
throw their weight around."
Memories of some of the more
spectacular excuses he'd run into
drew chuckles from the normally
gruff Cooper.
"Everyone's got their excuse,"
he remarked. "One lady claimed
she didn't se the red light (at the
intersection of Main and
Monmouth) because it was
getting dark.
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OCE Students WIN A FREE PIPE!
Present or mail this coupon
to qualify for the monthly drawing
for a genuine Capital Brier Pipe
(DrawingJ to be held March 3lst)
9
°
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your tobacconist,
Murray Johnson
fine imported pipes
mail order service
quality tobacco
blended in our shop
Page

Nance's 'Via Regia' nears completion
BY DAVID WATKINS
If you have ever taken any
classes from Dr. John Nance in
the Psychology department, you
couldn't help but learn two things
about him - he is interested in
dreams and ed media. Well, he
has coupled those two interests
and is in the final stages of
making a movie about dreams
entitled "Via Regia."
("Via Regia" is latin for the
Royal Road. Freud referred to
dreams as the Via Regia, the
Royal Road to the unconscious.)
The work in the film started a
about a year ago, and is about 80
percent completed. A psychology
group that Dr. Nance had been
working with for about six
months, had been doing quite a
bit with their dreams and gestalt
type dream interpretations.
The group had been using an

hypnotic induction to get the
dreamer to verbalize his dream
while having it. Then upon
waking, the dreamer recounted
what he dreamt and the two
accounts were compared. The
parts that are left out are
significant as the conscious mind
was suppressed them for some
reason.
Then the dream group would
meet and work with the dream.
The dreamer would answer
various questions about his
dream and imaginatively take
the part of various characters or
objects in the dream to gain in
sight into their meaning or
significance. A brief explanation
such as this leaves much to be
desired. The actual experience is
moving and very intense, and the
person who is sharing his dream
must have absolute faith and

He's back again

The night editor
by
MARK
GRISWOLD

This seems to be the week for
denials. First, Mr. Nixon has
denied that he has employed
South Viet government officials

Winter concert
here Wednesday
The
Oregon
College
of
Education Concert Band will play
their winter concert on Wed
nesday, March 7, in the Pacific
Room of the College Center. The
program of varied music will
begin at 8 p.m.
Featured soloist with the band
will be David Holmes, a trom
bonist from Bend, who will play
"Morceau Symphonique" by
Guilmant. Holmes, a senior
music major at OCE, has played
trombone with the Salem Sym
phony and Ft. Lewis Army Band
as well as in various ensembles at
OCE.
Student conductor for the
program will be Scott Janesr a
senior music major and trumpetist from Portland, who will
direct the band in "Amparito
Roca" by Texidor.
Other selections on the
program include the fanfare
from "Also Sprach Zarathustra"
bv Strauss, "Overture to Italian
in Algiers" by Rossini, "Sinfonia
No. 4 by Hartley, "Symphonic
Songs for Band" by Bennett,
"Galop" from Moscow Chermushky
by
Shostakovitch,
"Barnum and Bailey's Favorite
March" by King and "Apollo" an
aleatoric piece for band by
Pennington.
Director of the band is Dr.
Richard A. Sorenson, associate
professor of music. Dr. Sorenson
received his B.A. at the
University of Northern Iowa, M.
Mus. Ed. at Eastman School of
Music of the University of
Rochester, and Ph. D. at the
University of Colorado. He taught
four years in the public schools of
Iowa before coming to OCE in
1969.
The concert is open to the
public and there is no charge.
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and POW's as laborers on his
Western White house Chili farm.
Secondly, (wait for laughter to
die down) this column was not in
last week's lamron because it
wasn't done. It had nothing to do
with a letter from a John Othus.
In fact that letter was made up.
There is no John Othus, S.A. of
Barnum Hall. He, too, is a
figment of someone's liberal
imagination. !don't know if there
is a Barnum Hall of if there ever
was. I once went to school with a
Robert Hall....
I went to visit a friend at the
hospital last week. I was shocked
when I saw his swollen face. It
looked as if the police had used a
rubber hose on it while in
terrogating him. He told me a
horror story that I will relate to
you. It seems he came home from
classes Tuesday and found that
his pet goat Leona was missing.
He thought that someone had
stolen her but fifteen minutes
later a group of seven people
walked up to his house with
Leona in tow. It seems that these
concerned citizens had taken the
smelly old goat and had washed
her. Naturally Bob was glad to
see her but his ecstacy was to be
short-lived. The group wanted
money for their wash job. Well,
Bob had none but began to
promise to borrow some until his
welfare check came, but the
group would have none of that
and started pushing him and
slapping him with little leatherbound books until he passed out.
When Bob came to at Port
land's Emmanuel Hospital, his
first sentence showed his concern
for his pet. "Get my goat...Bible
Thumpers. " I guess you had to
be there.
All joviality aside, I have been
thinking of getting rid of my
room-mate with the perfect plan,
as they say. I won't give you all
the details, but it involved a
Waring blender and a handful of
pedunkels (ask Dr. Coolbaugh). I
had hidden myself in the
refrigerator behind the lettuce because they wouldn't (lettuce,
that is). Well, he opened the door
three days later while in a
drunken stupor. Amazing how
good looking a 6'4" Bimbo can be
in one of those low-cut stupors.
Probably it was the only thing
that
saved
him
from
disappearing from the face of the
earth. I attacked him and we
came to a quick understanding
(too quick for some). From now
on when he uses my car he will
replace gas with gas and oil
instead of....oh well, you wouldn't
believe me if I told you.

trust in the people in the group.
Dr. Nance has taken an actual
dream and followed it through its
various steps. The hypnotic
induction, the verbalization of the
sleeping dreamer, the recounting
upon being awakened, the Gestalt
analysis, and the dramatization
of the dream are all included in
the 40 minute movie.
The movie is going to be cut
down to 28 minutes by the final
version. Where he will cut, I don't
know. I saw the long version on
last Tuesday. Before viewing it,
Dr. Nance "prepared" me for a

disjointed, almost meaningless • the film seemed to ebb at times
compilation of parts. The the audio portion was constantly
experience itself was startling. I
intriguing.
was drawn almost immediately
Over last Christmas vacation,
into the mood of the dream.
Dr. Nance journied to Los Ange
The photography very aptly les to see if he could interest any
parallels the meaning of the one in distributing the film. As it
narrative, and the two combine to turned out, the people at CRM
draw the viewer rapidly into the were. (They are the people that
content of the film.
publish the magazine and text
In all justice I must say that the book entitled Psychology Today.)
feeling of participation or intense
The 40 minute version, which
awareness of the happenings on represents over a year's work
the scene didn't last throughout has been forwarded to CRM, and
the entire 40 minutes. However, the long wait for the final work
even though the visual strength of has begun.

OSPIRG publishes renters
handbook; available now
OSPIRG
REPORTS

APARTMENT
RENTER'S
HANDBOOK

a balance for
the public interest'
BY DAVID WATKINS
The OCE chapter of OSPIRG is
currently offering an Apartment
Renter's Handbook. It lists
apartments and some houses in

the Monmouth area. I am
currently in the process of
moving, so last week I got a
chance to put the book to the test.
The handbook lists the name of
the apartment, address, owner,
number of units, size of units,
cost, cleaning deposit amount,
type of contract, restrictions,
utilities (what's there and who
pays what), any
unusual
features, and the location on the
map that graces the center of the
pamphlet.
After
wandering
around
Monmouth and spotting places on
a more or less hit and miss basis,
we get a copy of the renter's
handbook.
We had a few qualifications in
mind, so we went through and
crossed off all the apartments
that were too small, too
expensive, too run down, had gas
heat or gas utilities (makes my
.wife sick), etc. Then we skipped
our classes one afternoon and
went out to eliminate the rest of
them.
After two days, we finally had

it narrowed to three that met the
qualifications. If we hadn't had
the handbook, I'm sure we'd still
be looking
aimlessly for
something we both liked.
The book itself represents a lot
of legwork, and is fairly com
plete. The only fault I found was
in the map. The apartments
listed are numbered, and the
number appears on the map to
give an idea of the approximate
location of the apartment. Well,
the map was helpful, but some of
the numbers weren't. A few are
misplaced, and some aren't on
the map. But the map itself is
accurate and is a good guide to
the Monmouth area.
We found the renter's handbook
to be a valuable tool in our search
for an apartment. That and the
ASOCE Tenants Union handbook
contain lots of very useful
OSPIRG Apartment Renters
Handbook is available through
the OSPIRG office located in
Weins House next to the Ed
building, and, best of all, its
FREE.

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made pos
sible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or op
tometry school, or are work
ing toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it easy for you to
complete your studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the progiam, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
—and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholar
ship with either the Army
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've cho
sen for yourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.
C-Cn-33

Armed Forces Scholarships

Universal City, Texas 78148
I desire information for the following
program:

1 wl'm.y P Navy n Air Force
J Medical/Osteopathic Q Dental
Veterinary • Podiatry*
Other ( Please specify)

Soc. Sec. - _
Address

(Month)

(Year)

(Degree)

(Month)

(Day)

(Year)

j

Date of birth
* Podiatry not available in Air Force Program. ^
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Tips

renters
for

Contracts can protect tenants too

by DIANE KOLMER
Tenant ignorance concerning
contracts is the underlying
reason for the majority of hassles
between tenants and landlords.
Problems would be minimized if
tenants were more aware of the
eventual value of a contract and
how to manipulate a contract to
their advantage.
After deciding which rental
unit is appropriate, the next step
is the encounter with the landlord
and the contract or lease. Several
types of leases are used in rental
transactions in this area.
Verbal agreements are in no
written form. Although nothing is
signed on paper both parties are
still contractually bound. The law
allows both parties a lot of room
in determining the terms of a
verbal agreement. Even if such
terms are disadvantageous to
either the landlord or the tenant
they are still legal if agreed to.
Verbal agreements are simple

but can be misleading or con
fusing as to who is responsible for
what terms in the future. For this
reason written agreements are
recommended.
A written agreement is the
most frequently implemented
type of contract. Standardized
written agreements usually in
clude specific conditions and
obligations that don't exist in
verbal agreements. This is where
the average tenant runs into
problems. Due to the fact that the
landlord supplies the standar
dized contract form, the tenant
usually receives fewer, if any,
benefits and many additional
responsibilities. A
written
agreement is on a month to
month basis, and the tenant can
usually move after giving thirty
days notice.
A written lease is a long term
agreement, usually for nine of
twelve months. It gives you
added security in a tight housing

market, and can protect you
against rising prices. One
major disadvantage of the long
term lease is that if the tenant
decides to move out of the
apartment before the ter
mination date he must find
someone to occupy the apartment
for the duration of the lease. If
the tenant leaves without making
provisions for the remainder of
his lease, the landlord can
demand that the tenant pay for
the remaining portion of the
lease.
There is a method to beat
the standardized contract and
give yourself some benefits.
Before you sign or initial any
form of contract etc., know what

you are signing. Read the con
tract carefully, making sure you
understand each clause. If any
objectionable clauses are found
cross them completely out, and
have both parties initial and date
each individual exclusion.
Remember, in a court of law,
your initials are the same as a
full signature.
Another possibility would be to
draw up your own contract. This
involves writing down on paper
the terms of the agreement,
(payment dates, etc.) who is
responsible for what, and what
promises the landlord makes.
Both parties should proceed to
sign and date the copy. Two
copies should be made for each

down the
street
Friday's Movie is "Say One For Me" starring Robert Wagner, Ring
Crosby, and Debbie Reynolds. The location, as originally published in
the calendar of events for Winter Term, has been changed to the Music
Hall Auditorium. Showtime is at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. and IT's FREE.
H- + 4There are over 500 pieces of mail in the College Center Office
waiting to be picked up by students. Please check the mail listings on
the bulletin boards in the Oregon Room to see if your name is on the
list.
+ ~b -h
Steve Labadie and Paula Vawter will be presenting a slide show on
March 8, in the Oregon Room of the College Center at 8 p.m. Title of
the show is "What's Going On" and will present images of event
during the 60's and 70's. Four slide projectors will be operating
simultaneously presenting images on the Military, industrial, artistic,
religious, urban, ethnic relationships, political and environmental
accomplishments of man.
H—I—F
A presentation of OSPIRG status and plans will be presented for
OCE students by the State OSPIRG Board of Directors at 7 p.m. in the
Fireplace area of the College Center on March 6th.

ASOCE senate
meeting results
by DICK SOULES

+++
Mumps is now prevalent in our community. While it's usually a mild
disease in children, it may be serious in adults. Time loss for active
infects is a minimum of 1-12 days. Effective vaccine is now available
in the OCE Health Center and is recommended for non-immune
adults, especially males. It is not effective after exposure, but would
provide protection against subsequent exposures. Only one injection is
needed and will be available at cost. For further information call the
Health Center at Ext. 313 or 314 or call 838-0221.

+++
Interviewers for camp counseling positions will take place on March
5th in the College Center Lounge from 9:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. As of this
writing, three organizations will be represented: Mount Hood Campfire Girls Camp, Clark County Campfire Girls Camp and the Portland
Area YWCA.
+++
REMINDER: Student assistant applications are due Thursday,
March 1, 1973. Interviews are on March 2, 1973. It would be
appreciated if all applications were handed in on the deadline date.

M.D.

4 Rolls

Waldo's den has finally achieved that casual coffeeshop at
mosphere. Blue lights, more posters, candlelight, and fewer and
more intimate tables provided the physical effects while Scott
Riordan, Karen Morley and others brought the music to Waldo's
corner of the Food Service Building last Friday night.
It all began at 9:00 p.m. with Karen Morley's soft voice and
guitar. She sang several selections including "Land of Oden", "For
Baby, For Bobby", and "Follow Me". She also sang "Easy to Be
Free", a song written by one of her best friends.
She soon was followed by Scott Riordan and friends Bill Coleman,
Don Adkins, and Neil Haugen. The versatile voices of Scott (on the
piano), and Bill (on guitar), sang such songs as "Jean", "Our
House", "Bojangles", and "Lisa, Liza", backed by Don Adkins on
bass and Neil Haugen on guitar.
A rather large crowd was on hand for the affair and IDC plans to
sponsor similar events if the interest continues.

Lucky Lager

Bathroom Tissue 32* Beer
Carnation

11 Oz. Returnables
6 Pack

95

+ Dep.

Mayfresh

Instant Breakfast 49* Ice Cream

V2 Gal.

49'

Prices effective thru March 6, 1973
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party. Notarization is advised on
this form of contract. Notary
Publics are located at most banks
and the college business office.
Damage deposits have caused
many Monmouth tenants a
degree of consternation. The
hassle has been not receiving the
damage deposit after the tenant
was told by the landlord the
apartment was clean and meets
his requirements.
To help insure that damage
deposits are returned, two lists
should be drawn up before the
tenant moves in. One itemizing
any damage that is there
already, and the other listing
what condition the manager
expects you to leave the apart
ment in, so that you can get your
deposit back. The lists should
then be signed and dated by the
landlord and the tenant. If the
landlord refuses to sign it, have
the document notarized. This will
at least protect you from having
to pay for a previous tenant's
damage.
Thorough knowledge of con
tract provisions can help a
prospective tenant avoid hassles
when least needed; when at
tempting to move out of the
apartment.

Opening of the OPE gym was
approved by ASOCE Senate Feb.
20 with the allocation of $400 from
special projects budget to pay
salaries.
Dr.
Robert
Livingston,
chairman of the PE department,
suggested that the Ushers be
hired to run the gym on
weekends. The gym will be open
four hours on both Saturday and
Sunday. Equipment must be
checked out on Friday and
returned Monday. The showers
will be open to college students
only.
Concerts budget was increased
$1,000 following a request for
$1,266.05 by Mike Hyder, concerts
director. Mike felt that he didn't
have an adequate budget to put
on a good concert. He hopes to
have at least one spring term.
Communications committee is
working on a survey about VD
and unwanted pregnancies. This
is being done through the Student
Health Service. They are also
looking for a student to act as
communicator with City Hall.
This student doesn't have to
already be a member of student
government.
Recognition night chairman
this year is Dennis Higginbothom. Tina Tomosa will be
next years assemblies director.

ADK makes
donation
Oregon Epsilon Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa, an inter
national women
educators
society, has given $400.00 to
Oregon College of Education for
use as student loans. The $400.00
check was presented to James M.
Sumner, Director of Financial
Aids at OCE, by Mrs. Dennis
Goldsmith, Chapter President, at
the organization's February 19
meeting in Salem. The Oregon
Epsilon Chapter, located in
Salem, contributed $400.00 during
the 1971-72 academic year also.
Loans will be made on both a
short-term and long-term basis to
Senior women majoring in
Education. Previous donations
have been successfully utilized in
this manner.
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Graduate program flexible,
Skip

liber,

a

Jones,
science

Not pure scientist

opportunity of a new job.
The grant with which he i
involved is funded by the AtoixJ
Energy Commission. Jones wij
OCE's David Jennings ar
involved in measuring th
radioactive iron content withl
the Columbia River and th
Pacific Ocean.
Jones pointed out that ead
Master's Degree program k!
unique for the individual sine
each person has some contix
over which classes he will take
Jones, who will eventuall
receive a Master's Degree i
Teaching General Science,

gone to school for years", he
says. Further investigation
shows that he worked for a
Portland aero'space industry
while attending Portland State
University.
Jones received his Bachelors
degree in General Science from
that institute and continued to
work for the same firm. He soon
became disillusioned with the rat
race of big business and
welcomed the opportunity to
come to OCE . When OCE offered
him a chance to receive his
Masters degree through work on
a grant he gladly accepted the

"I'm not pure scientist", Skip
Jones emphatically states of
himself. Above and beyond
anything else this is most cer
tainly true with regards to his
personal appearance which does
anything but fit into the
stereotyped concept of the
researching scientist, bedecked
in white robe and black slacks.
An insolent growth of curls tops
an unusually steady gaze and
gives one the imporession that
Skip Jones is certainly not the
image of the "average" scientist.
Indeed Jones himself admits to
being more than the usual. "I've

-j*k
Julie Ballard Smith (Photos pgs. 6 and 7 by Pat Cochran)

Smith,
Special Ed.

J.B.

Wants normalization
bvPATCOCHRAN
ASS T EDITOR
Julie Ballard Smith is a true
blooded Oregon College of
Education product. Claiming
Portland as her hometown, the
perky auburn co-ed graduated
from OCE in Humanities, in
terned at Silverton for a year and
has returned to gain her Masters
Degree. Julie entered the OCE
graduate program not to get her
Masters in Humanities but in
Special Education. When she
graduates with her Masters this
June she will have a Masters
Degree in Special Education for
Teaching the Mentally Retarded.
Julie came to the Oregon
College graduate program on a
fellowship from the Bureau of
Handicapped People. She feels
being on the fellowship has of
fered her many more ex
periences that she might not have
gained if she were "simply a
student". Eor example, she made
a trip to Canada for a convention
on normalization of the mentally
retarded person. "Erom this
convention I developed my
theory that I want these people to
be as normal as possible," Julie
quipped.
Julie applauded the flexibility
of the graduate program and the
freedom it offered her in
developing her interest fields.
She has found that many of the
courses are designed to ac
comodate special individual
projects. Several of Julie's in
dividual projects have included
spending several weeks at the
Teaching Research pre-school
for the multiply handicapped
child. During this time she was
involved in observing and noting
behavior modification tech
niques. Starting next month
she plans on becoming involved
in a Group Home for the mentally

retarded in Dallas. This is a home
style living situation where she
and her husband will spend the
weekend as Houseparents.
Although time must be
spent in the classroom, Julie
spends much time in practicum
situations. This term she is in
volved in instructing mentally
retarded adults three days a
week. This program is sponsored
by the Polk County Association
for Retarded Children and is
called the TMR Adult Activity
Center (TMR standing for
Trainable Mentally Retarded).
The Activity Center offers much
individual help and tries to instill
self-help capabilities in its
students, such as, teaching them
to shave and how to wash their
hair. It also gives them job
preparation and pre-vocational
training.
"Through
the
graduate
program I have gotten into
everything," Julie laughs,
"Teaching the mentally retarded
is a very open field. I think that's
one reason why I find it more
interesting
than
teaching
English".
Indeed Julie Ballard Smith
seems to be sampling all types of
areas of work' in teaching the
mentally retarded person. She
readily admits this saying, "I
want to try as many experiences
as possible before deciding what
field I want to work in". The
openness of the OCE program
has allowed her to try many
different
experiences
and
currently she is traveling
throughout the state visiting
various facilities for training the
mentally retarded.
"It's all so fantastic!", she
laught, "The program is so
flexible; there's a group of us in
this program and we are all going
in different directions."

The only thing
better than our sound
is our service.

SPEAKER HEADQUARTERS
JBL PRIMA 25
The Prima 25's are still on hand and you can see
at Shogren's, the only Northwest showing

BONANZA SPEAKER SALE
Come in now and check our low prices
on Bonanza Speakers while they last.

MORANTZ SPEAKERS
Ask us about our new low prices on
most of the Morantz speakers. Also ask about
the 5 year warranty on all Morantz Systems.

Warning To OCE Students:
Prices on all factory shipments will be
up 15 per cent. Come in now to buy your new sound system
and save on our large inventory.

Dickenson Insurance
105 E. MAIN

RECORD SPECIAL • Latest Releases
Charlie Pride & Johnny Cash
While They Last

MONMOUTH
838-0632
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caters to individual

.oi-iv 50 percent of his
$ at Oregon
State
»ssecitv even though he is
$ A at OCE. This is due to
l°". that many of the classes
(|a» he must
have for his
1 '?Degree were not offered
P* „ College. The research
if involved for the grant is
if*'5as the basis for mforC from which Jones will
•"filly write his thesis. "I
Id be done in another year",
I '^nlates.
Sfs drew his long, lithe body
V aa note of conviction enH his voice, "I'm rather sold
Catmosphere of OCE," he
% me it is a unique op* nitV to work with people
tfjj be teaching the next
Oration. I'd like to see a little
1human relations.
In questioned as to the
t
type of human relations
1laughed. The intensity left
"Ljce and a quiet selfnce returned. "That is
Jv general", he agreed but
? on to say that he looks
° rd to staying in the MonJb area even though it may
bein the capacity of a formal
thing position. The part of
1 Jones that is not "pure
Jjlist" most definitely must
.human oriented.

Alan

Clawson,
ELP

Knack' for children
Soft-spoken Alan Clawson
settled back in his seat and said,
"If I'm going to be a good teacher
I want to make sure I am well
taught. I like the personal things
that happen here at OCE. I like a
small college atmosphere." His
quiet self-assurance belies the
current of enthusiasm for
teaching small children that is
found just below the surface of
his personality. "I think I have a
knack
for
working
with
children", Clawson explained.
But in his case it took him some
ten years from the time he
graduated from high school
before he realized that he wanted
to cultivate the "knack."
Alan Clawson left a secure
government job in California to
gain the GI Bill and enroll at
Southern Oregon College in
Ashland. He received his
Bachelor's degree in Elementary
Education in 1970 and spent
nearly two years teaching at the
Eagle Point School district in the
first and second grades. In June
of '72 Clawson entered the Ex

treme Learning Problems (ELP)
graduate program at Oregon
College. "I heard a lot of good
things about OCE and it's special
Education
program.
The
graduate program came to me
well recommended by manv
people."
Clawson explains that it was
easy to see why the required
courses are required and com
plimented
the
program's
structure that allowed him the
flexibility and the options to build
up areas that he felt he was weak
in. "There is so much to learn,"
Clawson commented, "It's a very
intense kind of work."
Currently Clawson is involved
in observing various Extreme
Learning Problem programs
throughout the state, learning
how they are structured, and the
type of work the instructors are
involved in. He also spends time
a practicum capacity at Whitworth Grade School, Dallas. "It's
going real well', quips Clawson
about his practicum, "I'm doing
what I like." He gives much of

Alan Clawson
the credit for his contentment to
the graduate program that asked
him what kind of experience he
wanted and then set up a
situation where he qould gain it.
Clawson sees himself as an
extension of the classroom
teacher in that he hopes to do
things that the teacher wants to
get done but can't due to time or
training limitations. Clawson
explained that in many cases the
teacher would be capable in
structing the student but with a
classroom situation it just wasn't
feasible.
Alan Clawson is a man intent
on his wish to help youngsters,
and to help them early in their

academic careers. He is a man
who is very conscious of his role
and responsibility as a teacher
and the great degree of influence
he has on his students. To a large
extent it is chiefly for those
reasons that he felt he must gain
further education if he was to do
the work he wanted to do. "Kids
quickly become convinced that
they are failures", Clawson
concluded, "So, if I do nothing
else, I try to give each child at
least one success each day, so,
when they leave my classroom at
the end of the year, they are as
fresh and alive as when they
entered it."

Lee Spangler Social Science

Felt a need to try teaching
Lee Spangler is a vibrant man,
full of ideas and a yearning to
know and to learn. He is not in
OCE's graduate program to
receive a Master's Degree but for
certification as a Social Science
teacher. The road that led Lee
from Berkeley, California and
the University of California to
OCE is unique and meandering.
A person who is impressed by
education would find Lee Spang
ler most impressive. He schooled

WHAT COULD BE MORE
MAGNIFICENT THAN THESE
ZALES DIAMONDS? ONLY HER LOVE.

at UCLA and graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts in German. His
senior year of schooling included
study in Germany, he returned to
California and entered the
graduate program at Berkeley.
He left for Oregon after becoming
disillusioned with the depart
ment.
Traveling north Spangler
settled in Astoria and landed a
job in one of the fish canneries.
"The only thing I knew about
canneries", he laughs, "is what I
read in John Steinbeck's Cannery
Row!". Spangler found the hard
physical labor a relief to a body
that had known nothing but in
tellectual food. When the cannery
closed with the end of the fishing
season Spangler began as an
apprentice longshoreman and
continued to work in that position
until last spring.
As the novelty of the physical
labor jobs wore off, which in
Lee's case took practically two
years, he began to consider
returning to school. "I really felt
I needed to do a professional
(teaching) trip at least one time
in my life", he professes. This
desire to try teaching led him to

apply at OCE for graduate work
in Humanities.
The past summer was spent
working on a fire lookout with his
wife. There, living in isolation for
the better part of three months
Spangler discovered a love for
the outdoors and decided to do his
graduate work in geography.
With the advent of classes he
quickly realized there was much
more to the area of Social Science
than just geography and con
sequently expanded his field to a
Social Science degree.
Spangler should finish the
requirements for certification in
June and then will intern next
fyear. After that his plans are
fairly vague and uncertain.
"Until I've been a teacher I can't
discover what I really want to do,
Spangler explains, "I want to
teach. I just believe it. I just feel
it!"
Though his future is still un
certain two things about Lee
Spangler are for sure...whatever
he does he will never cease to
learn and know about life; and
two, He's going to be one of the
most educated interns in the
state.

A. Utterly magnificent, a
dazzling spiral of 14 diamonds
B. Constellation bridal set, 3 diamonds $325
C. Constellation bridal set, 12 diamonds $625
D. Constellation bridal set, 4 diamonds $189.95
All of 14 Karat gold
Five convenient ways to buy:
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard • Master Charge • Layaway

JEWELERS

(In the Salem Plaza)

Illustrations enlarged.

Lee Spangler
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Entertainment guide

For one brief moment you are technical director of Lane Community College's closed circuit
television station. . .
"Gates of Heaven," a .print by Alan Messer of Sunset High,
featured in the current Gallery 107 show, Campbell Hall.

: MAY APPLE REVIEW

RED BALLOON
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| Campus Address
: Address Copies To Be Sent
!
City
State

City
Zip

•

I
•
•
I
\
•
;

No. of Copies to be sent (circle one):
1 at $1.50
2 at $2.75
3 at $4
4 at $5
Thank you.
(Please send this coupon with your check or money order made
out to "Oregon College of Education") to: Robert Wiard c o
Chuck Grell, Publications, Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth, Oregon, 97361.)

and now you're a disc jockey at KLCC-FM. (Photos by Mike Cauthon)

Broadcasters road trip—a Saturday in Eugene
operation, program planning and
term, isn't completely struc
production, studio and control
tured, but makes available ex
room operation, announcing perience in many of the areas
techniques and radio advertising. offered at Lane. The class splits
by
On-the-air experience is provided
into two groups, those interested
DAN
at the College's FCC-licensed FM
in radio or television, and work
TOMPKINS
broadcast station, KLCC, which
on various projects. Time is spent
LEntertainment
operates with 450 watts of power
getting to know the equipment
Editor
on 90.3 MHz.
(OCE has three black and white
Their television broadcasting cameras, operates a closed
program lets the student gain circuit television station and has
experience in production tech a practice radio studio in Todd
An excursion to points south niques such as television camera
Hall) and in lectures on different
took
Mr.
Robert
Page's operation, audio production, aspects of broadcasting (what's
Fundamentals of Broadcasting video switching, television happened, is being done and will
construction, come about.)
class to Lane Community College lighting, set
production
and
Saturday. The dozen who rose at program
The eight hours at Lane went
an ungodly hour found the visit to directing, and announcing. The by much too fast for most of the
this four year old campus in course also provides orientation group. Several worked on
in the basic functions of the commercial "spots," operating
Eugene well worth their time.
LCC is comfortably tucked in broadcast industry, broadcast cameras, setting lights, directing
the rolling hills (155 acres) east of law and ethics, sales techniques and acting. Others played disc
Eugene. Construction costs being and advertising copy writing, jockey at KLX-FM, Lane's
what they are, it isn't hard to broadcast station management second radio station (this one
journalism. being "closed circuit," piping
believe that this architectural and broadcast
Students
in
television music to the cafeteria). It is
dream cost $21 million.
Lane has a Mass Com broadcasting receive on-the-air found at 89.3 and is above the
munication Department, with experience with Lane's closed television studios.
two year associate of science circuit television facilities,
The television studios seemed
degree programs in Radio including a mobile unit. They gigantic. There are two of them
Broadcasting and television produce a weekly news program separately they can hold five or
Broadcasting. That's something which is broadcast on two six studios the size of OCE's, with
for OCE students and faculty commercial Eugene stations.
cement walls 25 feet high, cur
OCE's Fundamentals of tains and good lights.
interested in broadcasting to
envy.
Broadcasting, being new this
The ultimate trip for radio

Their radio communications
training program in broadcasting
gives the student
basic
instruction and training required
for employment in a commercial
radio broadcast station. In
struction covers the fun
damentals of radio station
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Guitar Players
Strings - Capos - Polish - Supplies of all kinds
See

Wiltsey-Weathers Music
Salem, Ore.

people visiting Lane is a look at
KLCC's studios. They are filled
with $50-60,000 worth of custombuilt equipment. This is probably
the best in the state, for its size,
and may be one of the best in the
country. They come pretty close
to realizing the claim of being a
"full-time broadcast facility."
KLCC-FM is on the air from 7:30
a.m. to 2 a.m., 365 days a year.
That's quite an accomplishment

AW

for a student operated station.
A few have hopes for OCE
getting an FM station, possibly
within one-half a year. We
already have the beginnings of a
radio studio in Todd. With more
interest in broadcasting here, I
could see the program ex
panding, with students producing
shows for cable television and,
who knows, maybe "KWLFFM."

ADULT
"|
Movie Arcade
Pocketbooks
Magazines
Novelties
8mm Film Rentals
175 Commercial St N.E. Salem 0re.|

364 - 0792
lamron 2

Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons, and her betrothed, Theseus,
Duke of Athens. These are just two of the cast of 19 who brought the
near-1,000 crowd to its feet Monday with the presentation of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream." (Photo by Bill Coffel)

New Shakespeare
hits, crowd thrilled
by MITCH LIES
The New Shakespeare Com
pany from San Francisco, put on
A Midsummer Night's Dream,
last Monday night, with the
exuberance of a bunch of high
school actors and the skill of a
professional troupe.
The exuberance of the per
formers seemed to sweep the
audience onto the stage as the
crowd echoed the troupe's
happiness with bursts of laughter
and a standing ovation at the
conclusion of the play.
Criticism could be made in a
few areas. The characters oc
casionally breaking their parts
and laughing along with the
audience could have had a bad
effect on pure drama critics, but I
thought that it brought the
audience even closer to the
performers.
Some of the acting wasn't on a
level expected out of
a
professional troupe. Both Hermia's and Demetrius' parts
could've been done in a funnier
way, and Hippolyta's portrayal
could've had more emphasis.
Of course this was most
probably due to the directors
choice of showing the play as a
complete farcical comedy. Lines
which could've had serious im
pact, such as Act V Scene 1 where
Hippolyta and Theseus discussed

the game of love, were brushed
over.
Instead the company put their
emphasis on the play within the
play and the Helena ordeal.
Actually any part that Connie
West played would have to be
emphasized, as Ms. West is a
superb actress.
The play within the play was
hilarious, as all the characters
were portrayed exceptionally
well. This was definitely the
highlight of the play, if the
crowds
response
is
any
indication, as the craftsmen filled
the gym with laughter.
The fairies played a funny part
with Puck constantly causing
trouble with
anyone
and
everyone, and confusing the
lovers Demetrius, Helena,
Hermia and Lysander. Michael
Hayes' portrayal of Puck was
exceptionally done, as Puck has
always bounding, running and
once even cartwheeling around
the gym.
The Company's ability to make
a life like atmosphere out of an
empty stage was incredible. The
audience could feel the trees of
the forest and the streets of the
city with every scene change.
Overall the New Shakespeare
Company was superb in just
about all aspects of the theatre,
as the play proved to be a
hilarious, fun-filled event.

Sheet Music

Records

Band & Orchestra Instruments
Banjos - Recorders - Guitars
Ukes - Harmonicas - Mandolins
New drum sets $2 69.50 & up
Fender - Sunn - Gibson - Kustom Amps
S& H Green Stamps

Wills Music Store
432 State St.
Thursday, Mar. 1, 1973

364-6757

Sa lem, Ore

Ann Serell as Grenelda looks in awe at the golden thread that was just spun for her by Rumpelsliltskin, played by Dennis Engblom. See this delightful play Thursday, Friday or Saturday at
OCE's Little Theatre. (Photo by Steve Schenck)

Look! Here's Rumpel
After opening on the road,
Oregon College of Education's
Children's Theatre is coming
home. Rumpelstiltskin will play
Thursday thru Saturday in the
OCE Little Theatre.
Performance
times
are:
Thursday, March 1 at 7 p.m.,
March 2 at 4 and 7 p.m.; and
Saturday, March 3 at 1:30 and 4
p.m.
Rumpelstiltskin will last
approximately IV2 hours. Tickets
will be available at the door only

and the cost will be 50 cents for
children and 75 cents for those 16
and older.
In this production, directed by
Mrs. Judith Conkey, children and
adults will be able to see the ageold fairy tale of Rumpelstiltskin
come to life. Rumpelstiltskin
(played by Dennis Engblom) is
an impish practical joker who
teaches Grenelda (Ann Serell) to
spin gold from straw. In return,
he offers Grenelda a challenge:
she must give the imp her first
born child as payment for his

magic or she must correctly tell
him his name.
Rumpelstiltskin is a delightful
opportunity for children to ex
perience drama, to laugh without
being prompted by an unseen,
dubbed in audience, to enjoy
themselves and react to real-life
actors in a real-life fantasy
world. Rumpelstiltskin is also a
delightful opportunity for parents
to experience Children's Theatre
and to enjoy themselves in the
company of children truly being
entertained.

Calendar of coming events
ART
High school art exhibit at Campbell Hall
Gallery 107, now through March 9.
Sunset sculptures by Harold Hoy. On
display at OCE's College Center, now
through March 5.
Ceramics by John Takehara and wood
sculpture by Elliott Miller at Contemporary
Crafts Gallery, 3934 SW Corbett Ave.,
Portland, through March 8.
"Artists of Oregon 1973" and "Musical
Graphics: Scores by Robert Moran." Now
through March 14 at the Portland Art
Museum, SW Park & Madison, in Portland.
THEATRE
"Rumpelstiltskin," a children's play for
kids of all ages; 7 p.m. on March 1, 4 p.m. & 7
p.m. on March 2, 1:30 p.m. & 4 p.m. on
March 3. Presented at OCE's Little Theatre.
"My Three Angels," at Smith Auditorium,
Willamette University, March 8 (7:30 p.m.),
March 9 & 10 (8:15 p.m.).
"Arsenic and Old Lace," at the Pentacle
Theater, in Salem, March 9-17.
FILMS
"The
Seventh
Seal"
and
"Wild
Strawberries" at the 5th Ave. Cinema
through Tuesday; "Beauty and the Beast"
and "Orpheus" start Wednesday the 7th of
March. In their second theatre: "The

Discreet Charm of the Bourgeosie." SW 5th
at Hall in Portland.
Charles Chaplin's "Limelight," at
Guild, 871 SW 9th Ave., in Portland.

TELEVISION
15th Annual Grammy Awards on CBS,
Saturday, March 3, check local listing.

the

"Deliverance," at Salem's Lancaster Mall
Theatre.
"Save The Tiger," starring Jack Lemmon,
and "Play It Again, Sam," with Woody
Allen, at the Elsinore, in Salem.
"Rage" a recent George C. Scott flick, at
the Capitol, in Salem.
MUSIC
Stage Band concert, Pacific Room of
College Center, March 2 (12 noon) and
March 3 (8 p.m.).

French Chef (Julia Child) on NET, Sun
day, March 4, at 8:30 p m. "To Press a
Duck."
Eye to Eyeon NET, Tuesday, March 6, at 3
p.m. The relationship of art to politics.
Eye to Eye on Wednesday, March 7, at 9
p.m. Folk art.
Turning Points on NET, Thursday, March
8, at 7:30 p.m. "Rescue of a River" (The
Willamette River)
OTHER
Thursday, March 1, is the birthdate of
David Niven (1910)

Renaissance-baroque concert involving
Select Singers, instrumental ensembles and
vocal soloists, March 4, Music Hall
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Friday, March 2, is Independence day for
Texas (1836) and the birthdate of Dr. Seuss
(1904). . and "Time" magazine (1923).

Jazz Workshop, March 6 in the Music Hall
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Saturday, March 3, begins National
Peanut Week, and in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
the Mardi Gras.

Concert Band's winter concert, March 7, in
Pacific Room of College Center, at 8 p.m.
George
Carlin Kenny
Rankin
at
Paramount NW, 1037 SW Broadway, in
Portland, March 9 at 8 p.m.
Rod McKuen in concert, Sunday March 11,
at Portland Civic Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.

Tuesday, March 6, is Guam Discovery
Day, and in New Orleans, the Mardi Gras
begins.
Wednesday, March 7, is Hash Wednesday.
Thursday, March 8, is International
Women's Day in Czechoslovakia.
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Win eludes female gym squad
by TIM PETSHOW
"We'll just have to show 'em at
the nationals," said Gary
Goodson, speaking like a man
whose obviously superior child
had to settle for second best at the
annual piano recital.
Goodson, Oregon College's
outstanding gym coach, was
talking about the northwest
regional women's gymnastics
championships held last weekend
in Seattle.
"It had to be a farce," he ex
claimed. "We're better than
them (the University of Oregon)
by five points any day."
Here's what happened.
Goodson's prize pupils cap
tured three individual titles AND
two second places.
Pepper Mensing, the premier
female gym performer in the
northwest won the all-around
title.
Compositely, the Wolfettes
tallied 87.95 points, insuring them

a team spot at the national meet
in April. (A total of 87.00 in the
qualifying meet was a pre
requisite for the nationals.)
Three performers, Mensing,
Sandy Jackson, and Diana Dill,
qualified individually as well.
But when the last contest had
been contested, the U of O
aggregation had 89.55 points on
the board. And the brilliant
Monmouth girls were relegated
to second position - for the second
year in a row.
Lest it sound like sour grapes,
Goodson spoke of the concen
tration needed to judge topquality gym competition for four
straight hours. "There were too
many
girls
(competing),"
established Goodson. "You can't
get consistent results when the
judges have to work that long.
"But there were definite
discrepencies in the judging;
that's a fact of life with any
similar sport."
Let it be known, as well, that
Oregon didn't exactly journey to

Seattle empty-handed. Led by
red-head Ann Olson, third in allaround, the Eugene school put
five women into the finals.
The University of British
Columbia finished a distant third
with 83.75 points. Host U of
Washington (82.65), Eastern
Washington (81.55), and Portland
State (79.85) rounded out the top
six.
Ms. Mensing earned a nearflawless 8.63 for a first place in
the floor routine. She finished
second to teammate Sandy
Jackson on the balance beam
while placing third on the horse.
Jackson merited an 8.38 rating
on the beam while trailing Diana
Dill on the uneven parallels. Ms.
Dill won that event with a 7.8
score.
The OCE
The OCE women
embark on a mid-finals week
California tour -before the
nationals. They will meet squads
from San Jose State, Chico State,
Sacramento State, and the
University of Nevada.

As I See It
by DAVE LOVIK

I would like t o g i v e KATU-TV, Channel 2 in Portland
m y t h a n k s for televising t h e OSU-UCLA g a m e Saturday
night. T h e g a m e s e r v e d a s a m a i n a t t r a c t i o n for a party
w e w e n t t o t h a t n i g h t . Unfortunately, t h e g a m e did not
s t a r t until e i g h t o'clock a n d t h e p a r t y s t a r t e d a couple of
hours earlier.
In t h e e a r l y going w e h a d s o m e opportunities t o cheer
a n d t o t o s s e m p t y b e e r bottles a t t h e lone UCLA fan in
a t t e n d a n c e b u t t h e s e c o n d half w a s a d i f f e r e n t story. I
wish I had a d i m e for e v e r y t i m e t h a t t h e Bruins scored
on t h e b a c k d o o r p l a y . S o m e B e a v e r s u r e h a d his head
w h e r e it d i d n ' t belong.
F r a n k l y , I d o n ' t know w h e t h e r t h e B e a v e r s u r g e a t the
e n d of t h e g a m e w a s a l e g i t i m a t e c o m e b a c k o r not. It
looked like t h e Bruins h a d t h e g a m e in t h e i r backpockets, k n e w it a n d played a c c o r d i n g l y .
Until t h i s w e e k , I t h o u g h t t h a t Long Beach S t a t e had a
slim c h a n c e t o b e a t UCLA. Now I h a v e t o c h a n g e my
m i n d . Any t e a m t h a t c a n s c o r e 104 points in a g a m e and
still lose t o just a n a v e r a g e t e a m will b e e a s y pickings
for t h e likes of UCLA. Right now, if it boiled down to
w a t c h i n g " R e t u r n t o Peyton P l a c e " o r a UCLA
basketball g a m e , I t h i n k t h a t I'd pick t h e f o r m e r . Oc
casionally t h e u n e x p e c t e d h a p p e n s t h e r e .

+++
R i c h a r d Washington, Benson T e c h ' s 7-foot all
e v e r y t h i n g , is going t o UCLA. J o h n Wooden s a w t o that
t h i s w e e k e n d w h e n h e r e m a r k e d t h a t Washington could
play for his t e a m a s a f r e s h m a n .
I d o n ' t d o u b t t h a t h e could. Washington is t h e best
basketball p l a y e r t h a t Oregon h a s e v e r s e e n and will
probably s e e in a long t i m e . But if h e t h i n k s h e will play
v a r s i t y ball a t UCLA h i s f r e s h m a n y e a r h e is sadly
m i s t a k e n . Wooden just d o e s not p l a y f r e s h m e n on the
varsity.
Ralph Miller, t h e boss a t OSU, s u r e would use
Washington n e x t y e a r a s Neal J u r g e n s o n a n d Sam
Whitehead a r e g r a d u a t i n g . I d o n ' t t h i n k h e would make
OSU a national p o w e r o v e r n i g h t , f r e s h m e n seldom do,
but h e would definitely m a k e t h e B e a v e r s a f o r c e to be
reckoned with in t h e f u t u r e .

+++
Spring t r a i n i n g will finally s t a r t f o r m a j o r league
baseball p l a y e r s t h i s w e e k . I, f o r o n e , a m g e t t i n g tired of
t h e a n n u a l bickering t h a t g o e s on b e t w e e n t h e players
a n d t h e o w n e r s . T h e national p a s t i m e is n o longer the
t o p dog in s p o r t s a n d if baseball d o e s n ' t w i s e u p soon, it
will lose a heck of a lot of s u p p o r t t h a t it is just barely
holding o n t o now.
F o r m y s e l f , a n i n t e g r a l p a r t of t h e g a m e will be
missing t h i s y e a r . T h e r e will b e no R o b e r t o Clemente in
r i g h t field for P i t t s b u r g h . His t r a g i c , u n t i m e l y death is
t r u l y b a s e b a l l ' s loss. C l e m e n t e w a s t h e m o s t exciting
p l a y e r in e i t h e r l e a g u e . He m i g h t not h a v e been t h e best,
but I c a n ' t think of a n y o n e w h o w a s b e t t e r .
Ironically, C l e m e n t e ' s l a s t b a s e hit w a s t h e 3,000 of his
career, a pleateau that only the best achieve. Roberto
C l e m e n t e will b e m i s s e d .
+ + 4*

Sandy Jackson is shown here on the balance beam, the event she captured at the Northwest
Women's Gymnastics Championships held in Seattle last weekend. The women's squad
narrowly missed taking top honors, being edged out 89.55 to 87.95 by the University of Oregon.
(Photo by Tim Johnson)

Playoffs due

198 Liberty Street, X.E
Salem, Oregon 5)7301
585-7200

^ Clothes For Men
O P E N MON. & F R I . T I L L 9 P M

P a g e 10

Due to the presentation of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" in
the NPE building, the intramurals playoffs will take
place next week Monday, Mar. 5,
and Wednesday, Mar. 7.
The matchups will pit the Tap
Room, first place finisher in the
Major league, against the runnerup in the Minor league, Ogden
No. 2. The other semi-final game
will see Minor league champion
TKB No. 2 take on Ogden No. 1,
runner-up in the Major league.
The championship game will
be played Wednesday night with
the winners of the Monday action
squaring off for first and second
place and the losers vieing for
third and fourth. All games will
be played at 7:00 p.m.

F o r o v e r a m o n t h now, all I h a v e been r e a d i n g in a
P o r t l a n d p a p e r a r e nostalgic bits of t r i v i a concerning
t h e d e p a r t u r e of t h e P o r t l a n d B e a v e r s . Hopefully, a
c e r t a i n w r i t e r will soon r u n o u t of third-string water
boys t o profile.
I s a y good r i d a n c e t o t h e B e a v e r s . If S p o k a n e is stupid
e n o u g h t o b e s a d d l e with a s e c o n d r a t e organization,
t h a t is t h e i r p r o b l e m .
P o r t l a n d just is not a t r u e m a j o r l e a g u e town. How
long h a s it been s i n c e P o r t l a n d h a s hosted a p r o football
exhibition? How long h a s it b e e n s i n c e t h e baseball
B e a v e r s h a s h a d a d e c e n t w o r k i n g a g r e e m e n t with a
m a j o r l e a g u e t e a m t h a t could s e n d t h e m s o m e quality
ball p l a y e r s ?
T h e T r a i l b l a z e r s s u c c e e d f o r t w o r e a s o n s . F i r s t of all
t h e Blazers a r e a novelty m u c h like t h e e a r l y New York
M e t s w e r e a novelty. Secondly, w h a t basketball f a n
wouldn't p a y a f e w b u c k s t o s e e a g a m e in person when
t h e likes of J a b b a r , W e s t , Havlicek, e t a l c o m e t o town.

+++
H a t s off t o t h e O C E w r e s t l i n g t e a m t h a t finished a very
r e s p e c t a b l e t h i r d in t h e NAIA District 2 championshipsSOC a n d P a c i f i c w e r e s u p p o s e d t o r u n a w a y f r o m the
p a c k . SOC d i d r u n a w a y b u t P a c i f i c d i d n ' t . Talk about
w e a k s i s t e r s , t h e N o r h t w e s t C o n f e r e n c e placed only
P a c i f i c in t h e t o p s i x .
D a v e Renfroe of O C E w a s n a m e d t h e outstanding
w r e s t l e r of t h e t o u r n a m e n t a s h e w h i p p e d defending
c h a m p i o n D a v e Robinson of EOC 16-7.
lamron 2

'Cats scratch Wolves in season finale
by TIM PETSHOW
The long basketball campaign
wound down last Saturday night
for the Oregon College Wolves
and their final game will serve as
a fitting example of how 1972-73
went for them.
In the contest all the way
against Evergreen Conference
champion Central Washington,
the Tack was snakebit by lateand costly- turnovers and ended
up on the short end of a 70-64
score. This season-ending set
back lowered their season mark
to 7-18 (4-8 and fifth place in EvCo
action).
Performing in front of the
home folks, OCE played like a
team with something to prove - to
the Wildcats as well as to all the
pre-season skeptics who sneered
at the inexperience and 6'2"
forwards. And they almost pulled
off that old home court magic
that allowed them to set nor
thwest
powers
Western
Washington and Pacific on their
collective ears.
Bob McCullough's 14th - and
possibly his hustlingest - team
finished with a 6-6 Monmouth
record,
losing
razor-thin
decisions to Linfield, Eastern
Oregon, and Eastern Washington
- among others.
In the Central contest,
masochistic fans who came to
view the slaughter of the in
nocents were certainly disap
pointed. Gary Lathen, the steady

Gary Johnson, nearest the basket, and Larry Gahr wait in an
ticipation for the bounding ball in recent EvCo action against the
Central Washington Wildcats. The Wolves dropped a close contest
to the 'Cats 70-64. OCE finished the '72-'73 campaign with a 7-18
record. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Spikesters
The weather gods have been
kind to Don Spinas and his
powerful band of OCE tracksters
this
week.
Unseasonably
pleasant conditions have given
the Wolves the advantage of full
scale outdoor workouts-without
danger of frostbite or pneumonia.
And preparations for the 1973
spring campaign have gone
pretty much as planned ac
cording to Spinas.
"No real surprises yet," he
commented recently. "And it's

for opener
tune
hard to tell about injuries at this
stage of the game."
The defending northwest
champions get their first taste of
outdoor action on March 3 in the
University
of
Port1 vd
invitational. The meet is open to
clubs and unattached performers
as well as university teams and
will be unscored.
"They're running this thing
(the UP meet) on a three-quarter
distance basis," Spinas ex
plained. "For example, they'll
run the 440 as a 330 yard race."

Special Offer
snapshots printed
from your favorite slides
four for only

OCE BOOK STORE
Offer good thru March 7, 1973
Thursday, Mar. 1, 1973

sophomore who does it all for the
Wolves - and well, and Gary
Johnson, a likely candidate for
EvCo one on one champion who
can also hit the open man as well
as anyone, were red-hot in the
early going, hitting five of five
field goals between them before
CWSC went into a pressure man
to man defense.
"We were just standing around
out there (in our zone) while they
(OCE ) were killing us from
outside," 'Cat coach Dean
Nicholson related after the hard
fought battle.
Thoroughly aroused by this
upstart opponent, CW went to
work setting up 22 footers for
sharp-shooting 'guard Greg
Larson and close range shots of
57 varieties for all-EvCo forward
Rich Hanson.
When Johnson missed a run
ning 25 footer at the intermission
buzzer, the Wildcats had a shaky
32-30 advantage.
Lathen further complicated
matters when he incurred his
fourth personal with 18:07 yet to
play. Hanson promptly dunked
two goals over the cautious
Lathen and CW appeared geared
for another runaway.
It was not to be though. McCullough moved his pupils into a
2-3 zone and shut off the Wildcat
momentum.
Larry Gahr hit on a contorted,
twisting lay-in at 10:52, Mike
Reed tied it up with a baseline

jumper, and Gahr brought the
hopeful partisans to their feet
with a prfect feed tox Ron
Beckham camped under the
basket. 48-46, OCE.
For the next five minutes, the
lead seesawed back and forth.
Strongboy Hanson, who belongs
at middle linebacker instead of in
short pants, recorded a big threepoint play to put his mates up by
five with a little over two minutes
to play. And after OCE had once
again come back, Nicholson went
to the four-corner slowdown (or
sit on the ball) attack. It was the
straw that broke the 'Pack - to be
punny.
Forced to foul, OCE could only
watch helplessly as Hanson and
Remond Henderson sank six of
seven charity shots. And not
once, but three straight times,
the 'Pack uncharacteristically
threw away the ball - and a last
gasp chance at a tremendous
upset.
Statistics are meaningless in
such a contest but for those who
are counting, Johnson led OCE
scorers with 16 points. Lathen
and Reed contributed 15 and 14
respectively; the latter was
credited with 11 rebounds as well.
Turnovers, a glaring stat in any
game, might have said it all
against the 'Cats. The Monmouth
men went into the red 23 times including those fatal three at the
end.

Grapplers notch third in District
Stocky Dave Renfrow, who
missed the Evergreen Con
ference wrestling tournament
because of personal problems,
made the trip to Ashland last
weekend - and did a pretty fair
job to say the least.
By virtue of his District 2 win at
118 pounds, the Oregon College
junior qualified for the nationals
to be held in early March - in
addition to winning the MVP
award. Renfrow triumphed over
number one seed Don Reeves
(SOC) in the semis before
dominating Eastern Oregon's
Dave Robinson, 16-7, in the title
bout.
Renfrow was joined in the
championship round by John
Sappington and Jon Davis.
Sappington, dropping down "to
his natural weight" of 150 pounds,
lost a razor-thin 5-4 decision to
SOC's Terry Thomas. And Davis
was pinned by an old nemesis
Todd Keady and settled for the
silver medal.
Sappington joined Renfrow on
the list of NAIA hopefuls and will
compete in the Big Meet
scheduled for March 8, 9, and 10
in Sioux City, Iowa - if there is
sufficient cash on hand.
"I'll know if we can swing this
trip (financially) sometime this
week," Gale Davis had reported
after the district tourney.

Teamwise, the Wolves were
hurt by two untimely injuries and
could not achieve their runnerup
goal. The Monmouth grapplers
finished up with 43]2 points and
tied for third spot with Warner
Pacific. Pacific was a notch
higher, tallying 53 points.
Everyone's favorite, Southern
Oregon, won easily as expected.
Those dastardly injuries wiped
out two probable OCE placings,
according to Davis' post-meet
speculation.

Kevin Derowitsch hurt his
shoulder in mid-week while 190
pounder Larry Hayward reinjured a knee in his initial
match.
"We did as well as we could
have," summarized Davis.
Other Wolf matmen who placed
in the district showdown were
Terry Danielson (third at 142)
and Mike Perry (158) and Dalton
Johnson (177) who won con
solation (4th place) prizes.

Swims cancelled
Thursday night public swims at
the Oregon College of Education
pool will be discontinued, at least
for the rest of the winter term, as
the result of acts of vandalism.
"We very much regret having
to take this action," Dr. Ruth
Lautenbach, pool director and
professor of physical education,
said. "We very much want to
share this recreational facility
with the public, but Thursday
night vandalism is causing ex
cessive
work
for
our
maintenance staff and creating
an unsanitary condition that
cannot be allowed to develop."
Dr. Lautenbach was uncertain
whether the public swims would
be restored to the pool schedule
spring term.

Grappler Dave Renfrow sits in quiet solitude after winning the 118
pound District 2 championship at Ashland last weekend. Renfrow
was also named the Most Valuable Wrestler of the Tournament.
OCE finished in a tie for third place with Warner Pacific, behind
front runner Southern Oregon College. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
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Seymour basketball benefit nets $700
by TIM PETSHOW

The KGAL high hoopers put
together four quarters of stylish
basketball against four OCEaffiliated teams on February 21
in the New Physical Education
building. The radio jocks came
out on the long end of a 74-72 score
but this exhibition game was
more than a casual basketball
scrimmage-much more. This
contest was billed as the Jim
Seymour benefit game and some
$700 dollars was taken in.
This money was to be used to
pay the formidable hospital
expenses incurred by Seymour's
daughter Kari who was stricken
with spinal meningitis recently.
Teams representing the OCE
freshmen, the OCE faculty, Tap
Room, and TKB played one
quarter each against the Lebanon
disc jockeys. Dave Scoubo and
Larry Smith of TKB did most of
the groundwork, arranging the

KGAL appearance and their OCE
opposition.
John Cary , sports director of
KVDO-TV in Salem announced
the contest. Referreeing was
handled by Bob Foreman of the
Stone Lion and NfL football star
Bob Grim (wide receiver for the
New York Giants.)
Some excellent halftime
performances took place. The
Sparta Pacers, a drill team from
Corvallis High School performed
before and after a demonstration
of gymnastic skills by the OCE
men's and women's gym squads.
Cary initiated the halftime
show by making a special
presentation to Jim and Kathy
Seymour and "all the little
Seymours" from Bob Foreman.
Although the actual basketball
action itself will not be im
mortalized in song and or verse,
KGAL stars made a comeback of
sorts, overcoming a 46-30 halftime lead to post the victory.

Want ads
FOR SALE: Stereo
Soundesign AM
FM 8 Track BSR turntable, 130
watts, and headphones for $150! (or
compromise) 838 3458.

LOST: One male Caucasian. 5'6" 165 lbs.
Short brown hair. Answers to the
name "Mook." If found, please
contact Butler Hall No. 8.

FOR RENT 2 br. duplex, 2 blotks east
of campus. Call Bob 838 4759.
Available March 15.

FOR SALE: 2 Chev. chrome reversed
wheels. Good shape. Call 838 9907 for
Dan.
FOR RENT: Trailer spaces available
Campus Mobile Court, 838 1162.

NEEDED: Commercial photographer
models. For information call Paul at
838 3521 or drop by The Village
Square.

PERSONAL: Mooky come home. All is
forgiven. Jim, Ken, Rockey.

Whythe.
good neighbor
went down
to the docks.

It certainly must be a low-point in the recent Jim Seymour benefit basketball "classic."
Seymour is the one surrounded by distracted daughters, Kari (on lap and definitely unim
pressed) and Shannon (obviously looking for half-empty popcorn bags). Kathy Seymour is to her
husbands right and holds their youngest daughter on her lap. Number 55 is Lynn Hewitt and the
faculty member has every reason to look disgusted. His teammates blew a six-point lead at the
start of the fourth quarter as the KGAL radio jocks pulled out a 74-72 win. Oh yes, the game
raised some $700 for Seymour's hospital expenses. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Strange, but true: many a dock worker doesn't know how
to swim. One step in the wrong direction—and a man could
be in deep trouble.
Which is why, in Los Angeles, the American Red CrossAmerica's Good Neighbor-gives a water survival safety
course to non-swimming waterfront workers.
If you live far from the waterfront, this may not seem
important to you.
But it represents just what Red Cross is all about.
Because The American Red Cross is a home town affair.
That's why you find us doing different things in different
home towns. We're what you need us to be. Whoever you
are. Wherever you are.
And isn't that what a Good Neighbor is all about?
Be a good neighbor. Help The Good Neighbor.

neighbor.
The American Red Cross

What do Olive Miller and Edna Felix
have in common?

A Share In Nearly A Billion Dollars.
The Alaska Land Claims Settlement Act
passed by the U.S. Congress has awarded
nearly a billion dollars to all Alaskan Natives
who are of at least one-quarter Native blood. •
Alaskan Natives everywhere, not just those
living in Alaska, share in this settlement.
Many of those eligible, like adopted children,
may have never even seen Alaska. Yet, every
Alaskan Native who is at least one-quarter
Alaskan Indian, Aleut or Eskimo has a share. •
Olive Miller has lived in Alaska ell her life.
After she married, she raised her family there.

As a full-blooded Eskimo, she is enrolled for
her share of the settlement. Her daughter,
Edna Felix, lives across the continent in St!
Petersburg, Florida. She is half-Native, which
entitles her to part of the $962,500,000 too.
Part of that settlement money also goes to
Edna's two children, who are one-quarter
Alaskan Eskimo.
If you—or anyone you know—is at least
one-quarter Alaskan Indian, Aleut or Eskimo,
contact the Alaska Native Enrollment Office
for information on how to qualify.

Alaska Native Enrollment
Pouch 7-1971 (A)
Anchorage, Alaska 99510
Praaantad as a Public Sarvice Mets»9*
by ttolt Publication

